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The phonetic reality posited for Ancient Greek sounds is surveyed here, paying attention to consonants,
vowels, and accent. The variety of Greek focused on most is Attic Greek of the Classical period (c. 5th
century BCE), but attention is given to Mycenaean Greek of the 2nd millennium BCE and to Koine Greek
of the Hellenistic period, especially as the latter heralds the changes evident in Modern Greek. In
addition, evidence from dialects other than Attic is considered as deemed relevant.

1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction

Despite the fact that Ancient Greek is a language known only through written records,
so that insights into the phonetic reality concealed in the writing are inferential at
best, we actually have a fairly accurate picture of the phonetics of the language
(→→→→Written Versus Spoken Language). Our understanding of the phonetics of Ancient
Greek comes from several sources, including direct testimony by ancient grammarians,
philological interpretation of written materials, including inscriptions, comparative
data from related languages, and evidence from loanwords, both into Greek from other
languages and from Greek into other languages (→→→→Philological-Grammatical Tradition
in Ancient Linguistics; →→→→Comparative Method); →→→→Language Contact). The evidence is
surveyed effectively and thoroughly in Sturtevant (1940) and Allen (1987) (this latter
taking evidence from →→→→Mycenaean Greek (on which see below) into consideration that
was not available in Sturtevant’s day); see also Petrounias (2007a, 2007b).

 

2. Analytic Preliminaries2. Analytic Preliminaries2. Analytic Preliminaries2. Analytic Preliminaries

Before moving into a presentation of the phonetic details of Ancient Greek, it is
essential to locate the language in time and space. The reason for this is that what is
usually considered 'Ancient' Greek spans some 1500 years and a range of different
dialects occupying the greater part of the southern Balkans and neighboring areas. The
earliest recorded Greek, Mycenaean Greek written in the →→→→Linear B script, dates from
c. 1400 BCE, and Greek into the →→→→Koine period, the Hellenistic era, up to c. 300 CE, can
still be considered 'ancient'. Geographically, Greek in that period of time is found not
only in the Balkan peninsula but also the Aegean islands, southern Italy, the west coast
of Asia Minor, Cyprus, the Alexandrian coast, a good part of the Levant, and points
even farther east due to the conquests of Alexander the Great (→→→→Cypriot; →→→→Magna
Graecia, dialects). Even with such a broad temporal and geographic swath for the
ancient language, there is remarkable uniformity for all the chronological and regional
varieties, though not exact identity (→→→→Variation In Mycenaean Greek; →→→→Language And
Variation In Greece). This uniformity is to be taken not in the sense that all of the
sounds match up in every word but rather in the sense that the range of sounds, the
phonetic inventory, of each variety is not strikingly different from that of any other.
For instance, to take a fairly extreme case, the word for ‘bridge’ (even if ultimately a
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loanword) is géphura in Attic-Ionic, béphura in →→→→Boeotian, and déphura in →→→→Cretan,
with three different initial consonants but in each case, a →→→→consonant found in the
other dialects, but just not in the initial of this word (→→→→Dialects, Classification of). Still,
statements about the phonetics of Ancient Greek are best localized to particular
dialects at particular time periods, in the interests of complete accuracy and to
demonstrate the degree of uniformity.

Nonetheless, due in large part to the political, economic, and intellectual prominence
of Athens in the Classical era, the general point of reference for talking about 'Ancient
Greek phonetics' is the dialect, →→→→Attic-→→→→Ionic, of that period and that region as
represented in the great literary, scientific, historical works of especially the 5th and
4th centuries BCE. That is the viewpoint adopted here, though where relevant,
comments about other varieties of Ancient Greek are included.

 

3. Phonetic Inventory: Consonants3. Phonetic Inventory: Consonants3. Phonetic Inventory: Consonants3. Phonetic Inventory: Consonants

For the most part, the consonant inventory of Ancient Greek would seem to be easy to
read off of the most widely used writing system, namely the Greek alphabet, as adapted
from the Phoenician alphabet in the 8th century BCE, but some interpretation is
needed to move from the alphabetic representation of the sounds to their phonetic
reality (→→→→Alphabet, Origin Of).

The standard interpretation of the stop consonants is that there are three manners of
articulation (voiced, voiceless unaspirated, voiced aspirated) and three points of
articulation (labial, coronal, dorsal):

 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal

Voiced b d g

Voiceless
unaspirated

p t k

Voiceless aspirated p
h

t
h

k
h

 

                               Table 1:  Ancient Greek Stops (Classical Attic dialect)

 

The finer phonetic details behind these sounds, such as the force of the →→→→aspiration or
the voice onset time of the voiced stops, are lost to history and cannot be recovered,
but there is general agreement, based on various strands of evidence, including ancient
testimony and loanwords, such as Latin words borrowed from Greek (e.g. balneum
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‘bath’ < balaneı̂on, poena ‘punishment’ < poinḗ, camara/camera ‘arched roof’ < kamára

‘vaulted room') that the b d g series represents voiced stops, the p t k series represents

voiceless plain (unaspirated), the b p p
h
 set represents bilabials, and the g k k

h
 series

represents velars (though the use in the oldest inscriptions in the Attic dialect of a
special letter for a back consonant before [o], what is known as 'koppa', deriving from
the symbol for the Semitic uvular stop [q], suggests an allophonically backer
pronunciation before a back vowel) (→→→→Local Scripts). There is a bit of controversy

about whether the coronal set d t t
h
 is dental or alveolar (the Hellenistic grammarian

Dionysius of Halicarnassus describes them somewhat imprecisely as involving ‘the
tongue pressed hard against the extremity of the mouth near the upper teeth’), but

evidence from Greek words with d t t
h
 borrowed into Sanskrit and Prākrit with dentals

and not retroflexes, e.g. Skt. pā(r)thonas ‘Virgo (zodiac sign)’ < parthénos, point to these
Greek sounds being dentals (note that English words with alveolars end up with
retroflexes in Hindi today, e.g. sṭeśan < station, Laṇḍaṇa < London) (→→→→Greek And Indian
Languages).

The interpretation of the p
h
 t
h
 k
h
 set as voiceless aspirates is somewhat more

controversial, though most scholars accept that they were indeed voiceless and
aspirated. Especially telling is the fact that a voiceless plain stop, when occurring
before the [h] of Greek (from various sources but generally from PIE *s), is realized as
the corresponding voiceless aspirate; for instance, epί ‘on’ before hēmîn ‘us’ becomes
(with →→→→apocope of the final →→→→vowel) eph’ hēmîn. The evidence of loanwords, in both
directions, points to the same interpretation:  Prākrit sakkhara is the source of Gk
sákkharis ‘sugar’, and as noted above, Gk parthénos occurs in Sanskrit as pā(r)thonas.    

The voiced stops and the voiceless aspirates end up in Modern Greek as fricatives
(→→→→Consonant Changes), and there are some indications of such pronunciations in
ancient times, more so for the voiceless aspirated than for the voiced stops
(→→→→Developments in Medieval and Modern Greek). The sporadic omission of the letter
gamma, which usually represents g, in the 4th century BCE in the Boeotian dialect, as in
iṓ ‘I’ (cf. Att. egṓ), and even in Attic, as in oliarkh- (for oligarkh- ‘oligarch’), suggests, but
does not conclusively demonstrate, an early fricative realization of the sort that was
fully generalized later on (by approximately the 3rd century CE). On the other hand,
among the voiceless aspirates, th is found represented by s in 4th century BCE
→→→→Laconian inscriptions, and some 1st century CE inscriptions in Pompeii use the Latin
letter < f > for Greek loanwords with ph, whereas Classical Latin uses < ph > (despite
having an [f]) (→→→→Greek/Latin Bilingualism). The aspirate pronunciation most likely
passed from vernacular Greek by the 3rd century CE, but it can be noted that it was
retained in the Byzantine scholastic tradition as late as the 9th century CE (→→→→Byzantine
Phase and Reception of Ancient Greek, The). 

These stops are found in all of the Greek dialects, though not necessarily in direct
correspondence to one another. In addition, Mycenaean Greek has a further set,
usually transcribed with < q >, which is distinct from the labials, coronals, and dorsals
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and corresponds etymologically to Proto-Indo-European →→→→labiovelars (e.g. < qo-u- >
‘cow’, cognate with later Gk boûs, Skt. gau-); it is best interpreted as reflecting a
Mycenaean labiovelar, indicated further by the fact that the same symbol is used in the
word for ‘horse’ (< i-qo >), which etymologically contained a dorsal stop (specifically,
PIE palatal *ḱ, which yielded a velar *k in →→→→Proto-Greek) plus a labial →→→→glide (thus,
from PIE *eḱwo-). By the Classical period, these labiovelars of early Greek became
labials, coronals, or occasionally velars, depending on the phonetic environment and
the particular dialect. 

In a similar way, comparative evidence from other →→→→Indo-European languages, as well
as morphophonemic alternations within Greek itself, shows that certain instances of
Class. Gk s and t and orthographic < z > (the letter 'zeta'), derive from clusters of stops
with glides, e.g. *tj, *tw, *kj, *dj, *gj, and a few others, and these allow for inferences
about early Greek consonantism (→→→→Greek Phonotactics). Thus tósos ‘so much’, as its
Latin cognate toti-(dem) ‘so many’ indicates, is from *totj-o-; seb- ‘respect’, as its Sanskrit

cognate tyaj- ‘abandon’ shows, is from *tjeg
w
-; orthographic < elpiz- > ‘to hope’, is from

*elpid-j-, as the nominal stem elpid- together with the comparative evidence of *-j- as a
present stem verbal formative (cf. Lat. cap-i- ‘to take’, Skt. dīv-y- ‘to play’) shows. To
take the clusters that yielded later Gk s or t first, it is generally held that at a stage
prior to attested Classical Greek, these clusters turned into affricates that then
simplified into s or t, as the case may be; that prior stage was presumably in the second
millennium BCE, and may well be attested in Mycenaean Greek. Mycenaean here shows
a special series of symbols, usually transcribed with < s > and < z > but not necessarily
phonetically [s] and [z], in just those places where etymologically a cluster with *j can
be recognized. For instance, Mycenaean has <to-so> corresponding to later tósos, as
above, and <ka-zo-> seems to stand for *kakjos- ‘inferior’ (*kak- ‘bad’ with the
comparative suffix *-jos-). The Mycenaean forms may be representations of affricates,
and in any case, plausible pathways for sound change would suggest an affricate stage
between such clusters and later s or t (→→→→Phonological Change). As for the clusters with
voiced stops, it must be noted that the letter 'zeta' seems to have mostly stood for
phonetic [zd], and such is the case clearly in some forms such as Att. < ózos > ‘bough’,
for this word is written < úzdos > in the dialect of Lesbos and is cognate with Gothic
asts, so that it reflects a Proto-Indo-European *ozdos. However, in those cases where the
sounds represented by 'zeta' derive from a stop + glide cluster, as in <elpiz->, it is most

likely that there was an intermediate stage of [d
z
]; Mycenaean here uses the < z > series

symbols, as in <-pe-za> ‘having legs’, from *-ped-j- (*ped- being the root for ‘foot’, cf.
Class. Gk trápeza ‘table’, etymologically 'having four legs'), so that one interpretation is
that the Mycenaean sound represents that presumed affricate stage, as with the
voiceless clusters.

Besides these possible early Greek affricates, there are other cluster outcomes that are
spelled in some dialects < ss > and in others < tt >, as in Att. phulatt- ‘to guard’, Ion.
phulass-, where the < ss / tt > variation points to a *kj cluster, as indicated too by the
base noun phulak- ‘guard’ from which the →→→→denominal verbs derive with the
now-familiar *-j- →→→→present stem formative — or Att. mélitta ‘bee’, Ion. mélissa, where the
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related stem melit- ‘honey’ shows that this derives from a *-tj- cluster. What this
orthographic < ss / tt > really represents at least in Classical times is a matter of some
dispute; while Schwyzer (1939:318ff.) thinks these are orthographic attempts at
rendering an affricate in the Classical period, Allen (1987:61) argues that they are to be
taken at face value as geminate [tt] and [ss], respectively, though most likely they are
developments from an early affricate.

As noted above, the Greek letter zeta mostly represented phonetically a cluster of [z]
and [d]. The sound [z] is allophonic in most varieties of ancient Greek, occurring in the
Classical period only before voiced stops, so that, e.g., the word spelled < sbénnumi > ‘I
extinguish’ was most likely pronounced [zbénnymi]. Somewhat later, in the
post-Classical era, the voiced pronunciation begins to occur before all voiced
consonants, so that the word spelled < kosmos > ‘order, world’, was most likely
pronounced [kozmos] at that stage (i.e., its Modern Greek pronunciation). Thus the [zd]
cluster in Classical times could be phonemicized as /sd/, with the /s/ phoneme that is
straightforwardly represented by the Greek letter sigma and most certainly is realized
as a voiceless sibilant in all environments except before voiced stops (→→→→Phonology
(Survey)). From the description in Dionysios of Halicarnassus of the pronunciation of
sigma as involving the tongue reaching up towards the palate, it may well have been
alveolar and not (as in Modern Greek) (apico-)dental; there is no reason to believe that
it was a palatal [∫], and loanword evidence in languages that distinguish [∫] and [s]
confirms that it was not palatal. 

Ancient Greek also had liquids and nasals among its consonants: r, l, m, n (as well as [ŋ]
allophonically), and h, the 'aspirate', also known by the name 'rough breathing' based
on its orthographic representation. Some comments on these sounds are in order.  

First, the h almost certainly was a voiceless glottal fricative, its value as 'pure
aspiration' being shown by the voiceless aspirate evidence discussed above, whereby,

e.g., p plus h yields [p
h
]. The h occurred in Classical Greek only in word-initial position,

with just one non-onomatopoetic exception, the word tahôs ‘peacock’, a loanword of
unknown origin (and found as simply taôs in some dialects), but h may have occurred in
earlier stages intervocalically as the outcome of PIE *s: *s yielded h in initial position
and Ø between vowels, so it is likely that the intervocalic *s passed through a stage of h
on the way to ultimate deletion. Mycenaean Greek most likely shows the stage with h
between vowels from earlier *s; the symbol transliterated as < a

2
 > seems to stand for

[ha], as the interpretation of <pa-we-a
2
> ‘cloths’ as corresponding to later Gk phár(w)ea,

plural of phár(w)os and thus from *p
h
arwes-a, would suggest. Some ancient dialects, e.g.

Laconian, develop intervocalic h from secondarily created s, e.g. from earlier t before i,
as seen in the divine name Pohoidan ‘Poseidon’, where the initial part of the name is
Posei-/Pot(e)i- in other dialects (→→→→Theonyms (Names of Gods)). 

The sounds m, n, and l have the straightforward interpretations that the symbols
suggest. A velar nasal occurred as an allophone of n before velar stops, and also as a
realization of g before a nasal, perhaps only the labial nasal m. Thus the verbal root leg-
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‘to say’ (present active 1sg. lég-ō) has a →→→→perfect non-active 1sg. form spelled
<le-leg-mai> and pronounced [leleŋmai].

The situation is a bit trickier with r, however. In word-initial position, [r] itself does not
occur, but rather only what is said by the grammarians to be an 'aspirated r' and the
same description applies to the second of a doubled r word-medially (cf. the spelling of
Greek loanwords in Latin with < rh- >, as in rhetor ‘orator’ or proper names like Pyrrhus);
this 'aspirated r' is usually interpreted to refer to a voiceless sound (→→→→Greek And
Latin). 

Finally, regarding individual consonant segments, there are important points to make
concerning the glides (or →→→→semivowels) palatal [j] and labial [w]. As the discussion of
clusters that may have yielded affricates shows, outside of its occurrence as the second
element in diphthongs, a [j] is posited for some stages of Greek as an independent
segment, and it is indeed evident as such in Mycenaean. Moreover, concerning the
labial glide, it is noteworthy that some dialects had [w], occurring in a variety of
positions: word-initially before vowels, word-initially before [r], after certain
consonants, e.g. s and t, and intervocalically. In Classical Attic Greek, however, it is
found only as the second member of diphthongs, having been lost in all other
positions. This [w], often referred to as the 'digamma' after the early Greek letter used
for [w], eventually is lost in all but a few varieties of →→→→Doric Greek (persisting even into
the present day in the →→→→Tsakonian variety of Modern Greek, which derives from
ancient Laconian more or less directly (or from a Doric Koine), instead of from the
→→→→Koine of Hellenistic times). The off-glide [j] or [w] of diphthongs is generally assumed
to be doubled before vowels, so that /ejo/ was phonetically [ejjo] (Allen 1987:81-84). 

The phonetics of consonantal combinations (clusters) for the most part do not require
any special comment. It can be noted that Ancient Greek distinguished geminate
(doubled) consonants from singletons, e.g. háma ‘at once’ vs. (h)ámmos ‘sand’, állos
‘other’ vs. halós ‘of salt’, atár ‘but’ / átta ‘father’, though this distinction was made only
with [p t k s m n l r]. That such a distinction was not merely orthographic in ancient
times is indicated by its occurrence in southeastern dialects of Modern Greek in

inherited lexemes. Similarly, with combinations of aspirates, restricted to just p
h
t
h
 and

k
h
t
h
, despite some doubts as to whether both members were aspirated (Jannaris

1897:58), the aspiration is not just an orthographic convention and [p
h
t
h
 / k

h
t
h
] seems

to be the best phonetic interpretation (Allen 1987:26-28).

 

4. Phonetic Inventory: Vowels4. Phonetic Inventory: Vowels4. Phonetic Inventory: Vowels4. Phonetic Inventory: Vowels

The vowel system in Ancient Greek shows variation across dialects and across centuries
but generally holds no great surprises: throughout the entire ancient era, there are
distinctions of long and short vowels, front and back, rounded and unrounded, and
high and low; in addition, there were →→→→diphthongs consisting of (some of) the simple
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vowels, both long and short, with [j] or [w] off-glides. The Classical Attic Greek system
is given in Table 2 for vowels, and in Table 3 for diphthongs; note that y, u, o, and ɔ are
rounded vowels:

 Front Central Back

High  i  i:   y y:  u:

Mid-close e e:  o o:

Mid-open ε:  ɔ:

Low  a  a:  

                               Table 2:  Ancient Greek Vowels (Classical Attic dialect)

 

yj e:j ew e:w

oj o:j   

aj a:j aw a:w

                               Table 3:  Ancient Greek Diphthongs (Classical Attic dialect)

 

At an earlier stage, in the second millennium BCE, the system was more symmetrical as
to vowel quality, with i e a o u; the vagaries of the Mycenaean writing system do not
reveal length, but a system with balanced longs and shorts (i i: e e: a a: o o: u u:) and some
diphthongs (including ej and ow, missing from later Attic) can be assumed. Several
developments in the first half of the first millennium BCE affected that balance, with
different results for different dialects (→→→→Vowel Changes). These changes include
→→→→compensatory lengthenings from clusters of liquids or nasals with a preceding or
following s which introduced long mid vowels, either close or open depending on
dialect, the →→→→monophthongization of earlier [ej] to [e:] and [ow] to [o:], the →→→→fronting
of original back [u u:] in Attic to [y y:], and the shift in Attic-Ionic of [a:] in most
environments to [ε:]. This last change most likely involved an intermediate stage of
[æ:], a vowel otherwise not found in Ancient Greek. The long diphthongs with [j] lost
the glide early in the Hellenistic period, and throughout this period, the distinction
between long and short vowels began to be lost. Further, the front round vowels and
the mid front long vowels moved in the direction of [i], values found in most dialects of
Modern Greek; the diphthong [oj] similarly moved toward [i], though most likely
merging first with [y], and the change of this (and earlier Attic [y]) to [i] may not have
been completed until approximately the 10th century CE (a process known as iotacism).

 

5. Phonetics of Accent5. Phonetics of Accent5. Phonetics of Accent5. Phonetics of Accent
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It is known from discussion in Plato’s Cratylus (Sturtevant 1940:94) that Ancient Greek
had accentual distinctions, labeled ‘grave’ (barús) and ‘acute’ (oxús) (→→→→Ancient
Philosophers on Language; →→→→Accentuation). These terms are used in reference to music
as well, as is the term for ‘accent’ (tónos), suggesting that these distinctions involve
→→→→pitch. The ancient grammarians also mention a third type of accent, the ‘circumflex’
(perispṓmenos), described as ‘the grave fused with the acute on one and the same
syllable’ (Sturtevant 1940:95). Later in the Hellenistic period, by about the second
century CE, the accentual system shifted to one of →→→→stress rather than pitch, with
accent of intensity, i.e., stress, replacing the high pitch (the acute accent) of earlier
Greek. This is the system that is found across all Modern Greek dialects.
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